The eDJ Tech Matrix contains over

220 eDiscovery applications with 134 features

submitted by eDJ Experts, Users and Providers for

easy search and comparison.

The eDJ Matrix For Technology and Service Providers
Is your eDiscovery application part of the eDJ Matrix yet? The eDJ Matrix is a fast and easy to use tool that enables
comparison of software applications and services that offer eDiscovery and Information Governance related features. It
was created to help those looking for such applications and services to untangle the large number of providers, features
and the sheer complexity of the selection process. Features are grouped by relevant categories including phases of the
Electronic Discovery Reference Model.
As an eDiscovery solution provider, the eDJ Matrix serves as an avenue to ensure your offering is seen alongside
others in an unbiased and ad free forum. Applications and services can be submitted for free and then reviewed by the
public and providers without subjective value statements or marketing language. The eDJ Group relies on feedback
to correct inaccurate listings and everyone is encouraged to contribute new applications and features. The eDJ Group
offers a service level called “eDJ Reviewed” in which the eDJ Analyst team maintains the listing in the eDJ Matrix
(details below).
All categories, descriptions and features in the eDJ Matrix are based on analysts’ industry knowledge and supplemented
with direct input from the applications’ product managers or other company representatives wherever possible.

Solution Provider Dashboard
Solution providers are able to create and maintain their eDJ Tech Matrix dashboard dependent upon permissions set
by their level of membership. Free listings have a simple dashboard to assist managing the listing. eDJ Reviewed
applications have a dashboard that allows viewing of certain site, page and user demographic metrics as well as other
beneficial features..

Provider and Application Profiles
All solution providers can manage the features and profile elements of their free basic listings. The solution profile page
gives readers clear and concise information on the type of offering, purchase options, target market, recent web/news
mentions and all the functions/features offered. Site subscribers can follow solution releases and solution related news
stories.

eDJ Reviewed
The eDJ Matrix does not endorse or promote any specific applications or service providers, but it does indicate where
eDJ experts have spent at least two (2) Analyst hours per quarter reviewing the technology features and/or service
offering.. The eDJ Group strives to provide an unbiased, accurate resource by generating an expanded objective
application description to enable consumers to quickly understand the application scope. All eDJ Reviewed providers
will receive a designation on the eDJ Matrix differentiating it from free listings and will also be placed at the top of search
listings above free listings. For more information on becoming eDJ Reviewed, please contact sales@edjgroupinc.com.

Be a Part of the Action...List Your Product Now at www.edjmatrix.com.

A Coherent View
of eDiscovery Solutions
The eDJ Matrix For Consumers

The eDJ Matrix is an independent initiative to assist users of eDiscovery and Information Governance solutions in
making sense of the wide array of applications and services on the market. It enables users to search over 220
applications with 134 features that have been submitted by eDJ experts, users and solution providers for easy search,
sort and comparison. Various levels of free and paid membership allow access to a range of information as well as
different search and comparison capabilities.

Solution Browsing and Searching
Browsing and searching capabilities allow eDJ Matrix users to narrow a list of application or services down to those
that best meet their needs. When searching, users can easily set the criteria based on individual needs, allowing
knowledgeable users to directly access the information they need. When browsing, the user is guided through
explanatory steps in setting criteria that narrows down possible solutions in stages. Whether searching or browsing,
the result is a list of solution options that can then be filtered again if necessary.

Solution Comparison
Once a user has reduced their results to a list of viable candidates, they may directly compare them in a matrix of
category features. Paid subscribers can dynamically add and remove products from the comparison matrix. During the
comparison process users may filter out features which they do not care to include in the table as well as set weight
values for prioritizing features.

Graphical Comparison Reports
Once the user is satisfied with their comparison table, they may convert it to a number of graphical options that can then
be exported as a PDF file that will visually display the information from the table.

Vendor Contact
Users may contact solution providers via a product inquiry form or initiate contact directly with a vendor from their user
dashboard or the solution provider’s profile page.

Member Dashboard and Profile
Using a set up wizard to select their interests and desired services, registered users may configure their dashboard from
which they may access the features of the eDJ Matrix. Available features are dependent upon the user’s subscription
level. The configured dashboard then will automatically display information relevant to the user’s needs and preferences.
Preferences can be based on industry, category of application, application features and vendors. This allows users to
effectively subscribe to applications or service providers. The user can set global settings that affect the preferences in
all dashboard features or set preferences for individual dashboard elements such as, RSS news feed, RSS blog feed,
eDJ research papers, alerts, message inbox, saved searches and RFP forms.
Registered Members of the eDJ Matrix may set their profile to be public or private, while subscribers can also initiate
private messages directly to another member through their public profile page as well as utilize portions of their profile
in their message signature.

Don’t Decide on Your Next eDiscovery Project without Consulting with the eDJ
Experts’ Perspective in the eDJ Matrix.
Start Searching and Comparing eDiscovery Solutions Now at www.edjmatrix.com.

